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ORIENTATION 07 TJZO ?HOGRAMMKS TOWABDS COMMUNITY"

Health workers are "becoming increasingly aware of tho fact that,

although th3ir work is most often of a highly' specialized nature, to obtain

lasting results and progress in any aspect of individual, family and

community improvement there is the need for conceiving their action within

a much larger programme of social and economic development. The treatment

and prevention of illness and the improvement of health of the individual

or of the'community as a whole cannot bo fully effective and lasting unless

there is a consistent ocono:aic: and social development. Thus, it is fully

recognized that undertakings such as malaria eradication, strengthening of

the health services, health education and all other activities in the field

of. health must" be part of a progression which involve also such programmes

as education, development of agricultural services, welfare services,

industrialization* improvements in housing, transportation and communications,
etc. • ■ ■' ■■.■■■..■■ ■

A growing number of health workers also recognize that in all types o¥

work and services concern©'! with sooial, technical and economio advancement of

local communities there are certain basic elements common to all of them.

Thus many governmental and non-governmental programmes and services have a

common objootive of contributing to community betterment and to national

development through methods involving tho direct participation of the people.

These methods are nined at fostering increasing individual and looal group

initiative, responsibility and action, i.e. tho olononts of which have now

commonly "become known as community development.

Thero is a iri.de variety of skills and of educational techniques which

are needed to achieve the specific objectives of ail the'programmes leading to

the broader goals of national development. Thero is also a basic need for

mutual understanding and co-ordination of these individual undertakings within

this broader conception and for putting major emphasis on the development of

the educational skills and tochniques of tho various technical personnel working

in direct contact with the people*
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The importance of onlisting the active participation of individuals and

communities and the values of sustained direct participation by the population

in development programmes are too well rocognizod to need further emphasis.

In the field of health, "bo it curative or preventive medicine, the co-operation

and the active' participation "by the people are an absolute necessity and this has

been emphasized repeatedly in a number of WHO technical expert committees,

conferences, an& is unaccepted fact in the Organization's policy.

This1 cb^-operation between the people and the services working for them

arises out of a mutual relationship of understanding and trust and oannot-be

imposed through any unilateral administrative arrangement. Unless there is

a real understanding and conviction of the need for co-operation and integration

of efforts, the establishment of administrative mechnisms for co-ordination

at various levels usually arouses more resistance and creates more difficulties

than it solves.

The most-advanced experiences have shown that community development as a

programme by itself cannot1be considered an alternative to the development of

good, efficient technical services in such basic fields as education, agriculture

and nealth,jbut gets its best^results from a planned co-ordination of all these

activities within'a programme. "However, practice "has shown that too eager

involveitfent in large'community envelopment programmes "may be at times detrimental

to sound public -health' ^administration and hinder orderly development in public

health. WHO considers that"for most lasting results thb aims, principles, and

methods Involved in the community development process should be made an integral

and systematic part of the planning and extension of basic technical services

and training programmes in health and in the basic fields mentioned above.

It is a well accepted fact nowadays that there are many aspects of health work

that arfc making and will continue to make important contributions to community

improvement* To quote only a few, communicable disease control, of which the

campaign waged against malaria on an international scale is perhaps one of the

best known and most popular examples. But also such other undertakings as

smallpox eradication, sleeping sickness, yellow fover and leprosy control,

the campaigns to curft tuberculosis and venereal diseases, which have not only

social but at times also far-reaching economic consequences. Nutrition,

health education, environmental sanitation, services for children and mothers,

training of porsonnel and the development of health services for the population

are important factors in the improvement of the living standards of people-
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has always viewed with some concern the establishment of special

governmental community development departments or ministries with special

programmes and staff to qarry out direct operational work in communities.

Such activities usually overlap with the work of existing technical departments

creating a. competition for already scarce funds and personnel. The fact that

technical "branches of government are weak or ineffective cannot he. a.

Justification for creating a. now administrative set-up to he superimposed on

them.. Community development has a sense only if it is parried out jointly by

the tephnical workers - not in spite of them. The role of existing .technical

ministries and agencies, in carrying out their activities to the community level

to the people, the villages and the oities - is seriously hampered if.the

responsibility for encouraging looal participation is the responsibility of

some other department, agpnpy or of a special category of,people.

It is in fact feared that community development as a separate "programme",

with special administrative departments or agencies, with a special budget,

with the recruitment and training of increasing numbers of specialized personnel,

is ofton more likely to handicap the urgently needed expansion of many

established technical services than to contribute by itself to a marked increase

in the living conditions of the population.

Community development is therefore not considered as a separate programme

per se but as a philosophy and a complex of processes which should permeate the

planning and the operation of all the technical services working in the field.

All relevant national ministries and technical departments must consider

thoir respective aims, roles and responsibilities in the social and economic

development of community life, and evolve for their own agencies and in

co-operation with other agencies, broad policies for the guidance of their

technical and administrative units*

Past and present progress of countries has depended largely on the

integration of efforts through understanding and co-operation of all concerned

as an intrinsic part of their aims and activities. Policies for training and

service programmes must bo formulated at various administrative levels with such

thinking in'1 mind in order to have the far-reaching consequences desired for the

future of the countries.
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, ,.1EO has recognised tiie, important n9.ed.t9 give all health personnel an

orientation in their training to enable them to praotise community development

, ..,..;p.onq©pts. It has sustained this within.the international conoerted action

programme undertaken jointly by the U1T and the specialized agenoies, and in

its assistance to national governments. An.example of suoh assistance., relating

to African countries is given below as,an illustration.of how health, programmes

. lead to community, development and of how community development concepts are,

/^.necessity, a part of health programmes aimed at improving the living .

conditions ,of the population. In.fact, it is considered that many of the

field activities undertaken .by WHO :in the field in Africa, where .it has been

^active for the past ten years, actuallycan be, considered, as a first step

paving the road for the development of additional basic technical services to

build.up a balanced overall programme which encompasses the community

development concepts and aims*

^ -Project Nigeria 10a ■ .. Rural Health Services1, Eastern Region

.Initiated in 1951 this project-has'been aimed at the improvement of

.rural health services in the 3astem area of Nigeria, with particular; emphasis

on maternal and child health and health-education activities. WHO staff*

: includes a public health administrator, a specialist in maternal and child health,

: a nurse tutor and a sanitarian tutor.' UNICEF has'provided supplies and

• . equipment for tho project, .<■<■■"'"/ *-. ■ ■

A demonstration and draining centre has been set up in Nsukka and various

categories of personnel have already undergone training there*

.Two aspocts of the project have been highlighted to demonstrate that

it ife at times impossible to differentiate between health work and community

development, , .

rI>racunculosisy;<!if.e. Guinea-wornr infection, is>a serious problem in certain

. zones in which it cripples about 20$ of the population, seriously affecting the

■ economic^ development perspectives for the" areas affected* A pilot study to

control the infection was therefore undertaken, the work being carried1'out

mainly by auxiliary-health personnel, health orderlies, under the supervision of

sanitaiy overseers. Tho advice and the directives given by the health staff

has been followed ~by the population without trouble, although it has often
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resulted in a heavy burden for the housewives. Infected ponds have "been

filled up "by the villagers and water that before was available near the houses

has to be fetched from piped supply sources 4»5 miles from the homes.

The local population has contributed about one tenth of the material cost

of the scheme and put in all free labour needed by the public works department

to oarry it out. The local County Counoil has also participated in the

expenses and various Government agencies and local bodies have been involved.

Decrease in the incidence of Guinea-warm infection has been dramatic and it is

now practically non-existent. It is expected that future crops will demonstrate

the result thus achieved in a dramatic way.

Another feature of the project has been the re-organization of the school

health service and the development of an extensive programme not only of

first-aid or curative services, but of preventive servioes, aimed at obtaining

the enlightenment and co-operation of teachers, auxiliary personnel, and parents

This programme is still in a growing phase but teachers and paronts have

responded very well, to the point that it has been possible to extend its

benefits to pro-school children. Out of a total 36,000 children examined up to

April 196l, about lOfo woro younger relatives of pre school ago. Absenteeism

at school duo to sickness has boon followed by visitation in the homos by

auxiliary hoalth personnel, thus providing an approach to the family and bettor

control of communicable diseases.




